
The Sailors Internal Meeting Minutes 18 
 
Date & Time: 11 March 2019,  7.53 pm - 9.45pm 
Venue: SMU LIB  Project Room 5-7 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Yi Fang, Eng Teck 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Agenda 
1. Review Project Progress 
2. Digital Signature 
3. Analytics 
4. FYP Video 

 

2 Review Project Progress 
1. Frontend: % 
2. Backend: % 

 

3 Digital Signature 
Revoke the digital signature validation i.e. don’t need to do 4 digit validation. Due to 
nature of business process as various stakeholder meet and sign face to face, we do 
not need validation. 
 
Create another table for external users in the database (job reference number, job role, 
job signature, job stamp.) 
 
Only allow surveyor to insert the signature and stamp.. 
 
New digital signing process: 

1) Chief Engineer and barge officer should go to the new interface to upload the 
their signature and stamp.  

2) Chief engineer/barge officer will review each form and sign the forms 
individually at the end of the page by tapping on to the relevant field..  

3) The signatures will be uploaded to the database after the job completion or 
when there is internet connection. However subsequently the retrieval will be 
only from offline sync storage during the job process. 

 

4 Analytics -KIV 
1. Explore Predictive Analytics  

Weather analysis, traffic analysis to determine estimated time needed for the 
job to be completed. 

2. Explore Sentiment Analysis 
Use API or dictionary to detect the sentiment of the feedback 
 

Wait for group to confirm on this. 

 



5 Fyp Video 
- Propose thursday 3pm after supervisor meeting.  
-Location: Marina South Pier. KIV Ozzy to check the place. 
 
Team Member involved: 
Anthony  
Yifang 
Ozzy 
Samantha 
 
Propose deadline for raw video shoot: 16th March.  
Proposed deadline for finished product: 18th March 
Submission: 19th march 

 

6 Things to do: 
1) Timezone: Create frontend select timezone for admin and surveyor generalinfo. 

-frontend  
 

2) Database need to accept this 2 information for the job. I.e. add 1 more column 
to satisfy this condition. Modify Job servlet to accept timezone and send to db 
-Backend 

 

 
Done by: Anthony 
Vetted by: Eng Teck 


